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The legal principle of crime and punishment not only means legal sentencing 
range, but more importantly legal crime, which includes legal crime numbers. The 
current General Principles of Criminal Law of China have no clear provisions for 
crime numbers and principles of punishement, but the Sub of Criminal Law has a lot 
of clauses referring to concrete crime numbers provisions which crime numbers. 
Quite a number of these provisions are inconsistent with traditional crime numbers 
theories, which induces divergence and arguments in judicial recognition and among 
theorists. It’s both necessary and pressing to clarify the standard of judicial 
recognition for crime numbers and to formulate relevant appropriate principles of 
punishment. It’s urgent affairs for the establishment of harmonious society. This 
article has five major sections: 
Chapter with an enumerative method. By comparing and displaying the Ⅰ
contradiction and inconsistency among certain clauses in the Sub of Criminal Law, it 
seeks to illuminate the arbitrariness of the Sub of Criminal Law in dealing with crime 
numbers without consistency, oneness and harmony. 
Chapter  section analyses that the establishment of a crime number standard is Ⅱ
on the basis of crime numbers forms. By introducing and commenting on different 
doctrines, it concludes that in China it’s proper and reasonable to make elements of 
crime the standard of judgement. 
Chapter  makes elements of crime the standard of judging crime numbers, but Ⅲ
before using this standard, we must define and evaluate all elements of crime first. 
However, not every element of crime plays the same role in the judgement of crime 
numbers. This article focuses on three elements: intents of crime, harmful deeds and 
harmful results.  
Chapter  is the most important part of this article. It analyzes in detail the Ⅳ
definition of implicated offence, imaginative concurrent offence, conversion offence, 
continuous offence and absorption offence, as well as their respective essential of 
crime numbers. It also analyzes the relevant clauses in the Sub of Criminal Law. It 














Against this background, the author give some advice on the amendment of certain 
specific clauses. 
Chapter  sets out the insufficiency of the Sub of Criminal Law. The author give Ⅴ
some guidelines on the amendment of Criminal Law. 
As a legal practicer, a judge should firstly obey the pinciple of legal crime and 
punishment. If its implementation will produce or have already produced drawbacks, 
then a judge should think and call out, for the protection of defendants’ legal rights, 
for the appropriate punishment of criminals, for the perfection of law, and more 
importantly, for the achievement of social equity and justice. 
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前   言  1
 












































刑法第 120 条第 2 款规定“犯前款罪并实施杀人、爆炸、绑架等犯罪的，依





























第一章   刑法分则不和谐的罪数规定  3
罪，如：第 238 条第 2 款非法拘禁致人重伤死亡、第 247 条司法工作人员刑讯逼
供或暴力取证致人伤残死亡、第 248 条监管人员殴打体罚虐待致人伤残死亡的、
第 289 条聚众打砸抢致人伤残死亡的、第 292 条第 2 款聚众斗殴致人重伤死亡的、
第 333 条非法组织他人卖血造成伤害的；另一方面又有规定为结果加重犯而将致
人重伤、死亡作为从重情节的，如：第 236 条第 5 项强奸致人重伤死亡的、第
318 条第 1 款第 3 项组织他人偷越国（边）境造成被组织人重伤死亡的等；还有















类似不协调的条文还有：第 240 条第 1 款第 3 项奸淫被拐卖的妇女的、第 4




















人非法限制被拐卖妇女的人身自由也是存在牵连关系的，但第 241 条第 3、4 项
却将此情况规定为应当数罪并罚的情形。 
五、法条表述不清，易产生罪数争议的罪数条款 
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